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MEHORANDUM FOR MR. MOYERS 

Xe fea important that all of the facts 
surrounding President Kernedy’s Assassination be 

pade public in a way which vill satiafy peopla in 

the United States and abroad that all the factz 
have been told and that a statazent to this effact 
be made BOW. 

le The public must be satisfied that v 
Oswald was the agsassiny that he did not have 

confederates who are still at larga; and that 

the evidence was such that he would have been 

coavicted at trial. , < 

2. Speculation about Oswald's notivation Vv 
ought to be cut off, and wa should have aore basis 

for rebutting thought that thia was a Communist 

conspiracy or (as the Iron Curtain preas ia saying) 
a right-wing conspiracy to blawe it on the Communists. 

Unfortunately the facta on Oswald seam about too pat=- 
tvo obvious (Marxist, Cuba, Russian wife, atc.}. The 

Dallas police have put out statemants on the Communist 

conspiracy theory, and it was they who were in charge 
when he was snot and thus. silencad. 

3. Tha matter has heen handled thus far 

with neither dignity nor conviction. Facts have been 

mixed with rumour and speculation. we can scarcoly 
lut fhe world see us totally in the image of the 

Dallas police when our President is aurdered. 

I think this objective-may be satisfied Vv 
by making public as econ. as possible a complete and 

therough FBI report on Oswald and the assassination. 
This may run into the difficulty of pointing to in- 
consistencies between thia report and statenentsa by. 
Dallas police officials. But the reputation of the 
Bureau is such that it say do the whole job. 
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~ 5 £ : The only other step would be the appointxent 
f a Presidential Commisalon of unimpeachable personnel 

to raview and examine the evidence and announce its 
conclusions. This has both advantagea and disadvantages. 
It think it can await publication of the FBI report 
and public reaction to if ha:w and abroad. 

a . , I think, however, that a statement that 
all the facts will be made public property ia an 
orderly and responsible way should de mada now. 
nead somathing tc head off public speculation or 
Congressional hearinga of the wrong sort. 
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Hicholas de3. KatZenbach 
Doputy Attorney General 
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wy, \ November 25, 1963 

HEHORANDUM FOR MR. MOYERS 

It fe f{mportant that all of the facts 
surrounding Preeldent Kennedy's Assassination be 
made public in e way which will satisfy people in 
the United States and abroad that all the facts 
have been told and that a statement to this effect 
be made now. 

le The public must be satisfied that 
Oswald was the assasginy that he did nct have 
confederates who are still at large; and that 
the evidence was such that he would have been 
coavicted at trial. 

2. Speculation about Oswald’s zotivation 
ought to be cut off, and we should have sore basis 
for rebutting thought that this was a Communist 
conspiracy or (as the Iron Curtain press is saying) 
a right-wing conspiracy te blaze it on the Cosmunista. 
Unfortunately the facts on Oswald seam about too pat== 
too obvious (Marxist, Cuba, Ruasian wife, stc.). The 
Dallas police have yut out statements on the Communist 
conspiracy theory, and it was they who were in charge 
when he was shot and thus silencad. 

3. The matter has been handled thus far 
with neither dignity nor convicticn. Facts nave been 
mixed with ruaour and speculation, We can scarcely 
let the world see usa totally in the imape of the 
Dallas police whan our President is aurdered. 

I think this objective may be gatisfied 
by making public as soon as possible a cogsplate and 
thorouph FBI report on Oswald and the assassination. 
This may run into the difficulty of pointing to ine 
consistencies between this report and statements by 
Dallas police officiala. sBut the reputation of the 
Bureau {gs such that it aay do the whole job. 
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The only other step would be the appointrent of a Presidential Commission of unimpeachabla personnel to review and examine tha evidence and annouace its concluaiens. This has both advantages and disadvantages. It think it can await publication of the FBI report and public reaction to it here aud abroad. 

I think, however, that a statement that 4ll the facts will be made public property ira an orderly and responsible way should be made now. we need something toa head off public epeculatier or Cengressienal hearinga of the Wrong sort. 

i 

Micholas dea. Katzenbdach 
Deputy Attorney General
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n\u (v November 25, 1963 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MOYERS 

It is important that all of the facts surrounding President Kennedy's 

Assassination be made public in a way which will satisfy people in the United States and 

abroad that all the facts have been told and that a statement to this effect be made now. 

1. The public must be satisfied that Oswald was the assassin; that he did 

not have confederates who are still at large; and that the evidence was such that he would 

have been convicted at trial. 

2. Speculation about Oswald's motivation ought to be cut off, and we 

should have some basis for rebutting thought that this was a Communist conspiracy or 

(as the Iron Curtain press is saying) a right-wing conspiracy to blame it on the 

Communists. Unfortunately the facts on Oswald seem about too pat -- too obvious 

(Marxist, Cuba, Russian wife, etc.). The Dallas police have put out statements on the 

Communist conspiracy theory, and it was they who were in charge when he was shot and 

thus silenced. 

3. The matter has been handled thus far with neither dignity nor conviction. 

Facts have been mixed with rumour [sic] and speculation. We can scarcely let the world 

see us totally in the image of the Dallas police when our President is murdered. 

I think this objective may be satisfied by making public as soon as possible a 
complete and thorough FBI report on Oswald and the assassination. This may run into 

the difficulty of pointing to inconsistencies between this report and statements by Dallas 

police officials. But the reputation of the Bureau is such that it may do the whole job. 

The only other step would be the appointment or a Presidential Commission of 

unimpeachable personnel to review and examine the evidence and announce its 
conclusions. This has both advantages and disadvantages. It [sic] think it can await 

publication of the FBI report and public reaction to it here and abroad. 

I think, however, that a statement that all the facts will be made public property 
in an orderly and responsible way should be made now. We need something to head off 
public speculation or Congressional hearings of the wrong sort. 

Nicholas deB. Katzenbach 

Deputy Attorney General . 
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HMEHORANDUM FOR MR. MOYERS 

It fe {mportant that all of the facts 
surrounding Preeldent Kennedy’s Assassination be 
made public in a vay which will satisfy people in . 
the United States and abroad that all the facts 
have been told and that a statement to this effect 
be made nowe ve 

Oswald was the agsasginy that he did not have 
confederates who are still at large; and that 

le. The public mist be satisfied that Se 

’ t the evidence was such that he would have been 
convicted at trial. wa 

2e Speculation about Oswald's znotivation yt 
ought to be cut off, and wa should have sore basia 
for rebutting thought that this was a Coamunist 
soneapiracy or (as the Iron Curtain press ie saying) jd 
a right-wing conspiracy to blawe Lt on the Coesmunists. i 
Unfortunately the facts on Oswald seen about tco eat (A) 
teo obvious (Marxist, Cuba, Russian wife, «tc.). The 
Dallae police have put out statements on the Communist 
conspiracy theory, and it was they who were in charge a 
when he was shot and thus silencad. a7 

3. The matter has been handled thus far 
with neither dignity nor conviction. Facts have been 
mixed with rumour and speculation, We can scarcely 
lut the world see us totally in the imape of the 
Dallas police when our President ie murdered. 

I think this objective may be satizfied 
by making public as soon as possible a cozplete and 
thorouph FBI report on Oswald and the assassination. 
This may run into the difficulty of pointing to in=- 
consistencies between this report and statements by 
Dallas police officials. But the renutation of the 
Bureau ig such that it may do the whole job. 
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concluaions, This has both advantages and disadvantages. 
It think it Can await peblication of the Frey report 
and publie reeactlon to fie here and abroad. 

I think, however, that a Statement that all the facts wil} be made public property in ay orderly and responsible way should be made now. we 
need something to bead off publie Speculation or Congressional hearings ef the Wreng Gort. 

Wicholas dea. Katzenbach Deputy Attorney General


